
Keystone
Charcoal Base 
with Burgundy and 
Beige Tones

“I redid deck facing with this ledger rock product. I was very careful to 
measure several times before I cut. It cuts like butter. Very happy with 
the end project.”

—JoJo, Olympia, WA

“

“I finished this project a few months ago and we are very satisfied with 
the results. We have gotten many compliments on how nice the stone 
looks. The panels were very easy to cut and install. I chose to use 
adhesive on the back of the panel along with screws to attach them to 
the wall.”

—Shelton, Navarre, FL

“

“I compared Genstone to competitors and Genstone by far is the most 
realistic, as can be seen in the photos. Installation is a breeze with 
simple hand tools and drill for screwing in stone pieces. Genstone 
instructions and videos are very helpful as is their staff. Thank you!

—Jeff Lindo, Wading River, NY

“

“Our house was starting to lose a little of it’s curb appeal as do many 
houses after 20 years. GenStone was definitely the right approach… 
We love the look and many of our neighbours were impressed with 
the results. We couldn’t be happier with the product or the great 
communication with the company during the order process. Thanks 
GenStone.”

—Ted, Halifax NS, Canada

“



NEED HELP? WE’RE LISTENING!
COLOR SELECTION • PERSONALIZED QUOTE • INSTALL

Connect with a GenStone Project Coordinator and find answers to all of 
your questions. From choosing the right color for your project to how 
much GenStone you need and how to install it, our team is available to 
you on demand and at no additional cost. 

Request a Project SOS here or give us a call 24/7 at 1-855-397-1294 for 
help with your project.

KEYSTONE STACKED STONE SYSTEM

Keystone Color  
Profile Inspiration
Keystone Colorado is tucked 

away in the Rocky Mountains 

and only a two-hour drive from 

GenStone Headquarters. As one 

of the nation’s most beloved 

destinations, Keystone is known 

for its epic scenery all year long. 

The GenStone design team 

used spring and summer as their 

inspiration for this favorite faux 

stone style. 

The warmer months at Keystone 

bring rich burgundies, beiges, 

and slate colors that are 

unmatched anywhere else. 

Capturing these colors for our 

Keystone faux stone panels is 

something we are incredibly 

proud of. We know those who 

choose Keystone for their next 

project will be proud too. Order 

a sample today to try Keystone 

with your next project. 

Try out our visualizer to see 

if Keystone is the best color 

choice for your next project! 

 

genstone.com/imagine-stone
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1. Full Panel

2. 12" Return (Left & Right)

3. Corner (Inside & Outside)

4. Corner Ledger (Inside & Outside)

5. Pillar Cap  
(Peaked & Flat)

6. Column Cap  
(Peaked & Flat)

7. Pillar Panels

8. Ledger

9. Trim

10. Wall Cap

https://genstone.com/project-sos
tel:1-855-397-1294
http://genstone.com/imagine-stone

